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ABSTRACT. Flight behaviour and orientation of 303 flocks (31 200 individuals) of migrating Knots and Turnstones and 77 flocks (3200
individuals) of Brant Geese departing from Iceland towards Nearctic breedinggrounds were recorded during three spring seasons 1986-88.
Flocks were tracked by telescope and optical range finder at three observation sitesin western Iceland during the peak period of migratory
departure, 25 May-1 June. Departing waders climbed steeply,often by circling and soaring flight, with an average climbing rateof 1.0 mas”,
up to altitudes 600-2000 m asl. With unfavourable winds,
the waders descended to fly low over the sea surface. Brant Geese usually travelled
than waders. The birds departed
at lower altitudes, the majority below 100 m above the sea, and were more prone towards following coastlines
in flight formations, with mean flock sizes 100-200 individuals in the Knot, 13-70 individuals in the Turnstone and about 40 individuals in
the Brant Goose flocks. Waders generally departed in the afternoon or evening, during rising or high tide. Significant differences in daily
timing between seasons were associated with between-year differencesin the tidal cycle. Within the season, departures took place earlier in
relation to high tide as the season progressed. Brant Goose departures occurred in the morning and late evening.
Mean orientation was close to 3000 in all three species, withangular deviation 21-26O. It is concluded that the overwhelming majority of
the birds are bound for breeding sites in northern Canada and northwest Greenland. The mainflight route, as can be deducedon the basis
of visual, radar and ringingdata from Iceland, Greenland
and Canada, falls in the 290-3100 rhumbline sector from Iceland, across
the Greenland
ice cap. There are simple celestial and magnetic orientation rules that would allow birds to orient from Iceland to northern Canada close
to a great circle route, but not along the rhumbline route used by the Knots. Turnstones and Brant Geese.
Key words: bird migration, orientation, timing, flight behaviour, flocking, Calidris canutus, Arenaria inferpres,Bmnta bernicla, Iceland
R~suMÉ. Au cours des trois printemps de 1986 B 1988, on a proctdt il des relevts du comportement et de l’orientation en vol durant la
migration de303 voltes (31 200individus) de bkcasseaux maubkchesdeettourne-pierres il poitrine noire, ainsique de 77 voltes (3200 individus)
de bernaches cravants,qui avaient quittt l’Islande pour des aires de reproductiondans le Ntarctique. On a suivi la trajectoire des voltes en
se servant de telescopeset de ttlCm6tres optiques B trois endroits dans l’ouest de l’Islande, au cours de la pkriode de pointe du dtpart pour
25 mai au 1”juin. Lorsqu’ils partaient, les khassiers s’tlwaient rapidement endkrivant souvent descercles et en s’tlançant
la migration, soit du
vers le ciel, la moyenne de leur taux d’ascension ttant de 1,0 mas”. Ils atteignaient des altitudes de 600 B 2000 m au-dessus du niveau de
la mer. Lorsque les ventsttaient contraires, ils redescendaientpour voler plus pres dela surface de l’eau. Les bernaches cravants voyageaient
d’ordinaire B des altitudes plus basses - la majoritt B moins de 100 m au-dessus de la surface -, et elles avaient plus tendance B suivre
les côtes que les kchassiers. Lors de leur dtpart, les oiseaux ktaient en formation de vol et la taille moyenne des voltes h i t de 100 B 200
individus pour les btcasseaux maubbches, de 13 B 70 individus pour les tourne-pierres B poitrine noire et d’environ 40 individus pour les
bernaches cravants. En gtntral, le dtpart des tchassiers avait lieu I’apres-midi ou dans la soirte, il marte montante ou B marte haute. Des
difftrences significativesdans l’horaire quotidien d’un printemps B l’autre, ttaient associkees aux difftrences prtsentes d’une annte B l’autre
tôt, par rapport B l’heure de la marte
dans le cycle desmartes. Au fur et it mesure que la saison avançait, le dtpart se faisait de plus en plus
haute. Le dtpart des bernaches cravants avait lieu le matin et tard le soir.
L’orientation moyenne ttait proche de 300’ pour les trois espkes, avec une deviation angulairede 21 B 26’. On en conclut que la grande
majoritt des oiseauxse dirigent vers des aires dereproduction situ& dans le nord du Canada et le nord-ouest du Groenland. La trajectoire
principale du vol, que l’on peut dtduire des donntes obtenues par observationsvisuelles. par radar et par le baguage des oiseaux, en Islande,
au Groenland et au Canada, se situe dans le secteur loxodromique de l’Islande de 290 A 310’ B travers la calotte glaciaire du Groenland.
I1 existe des regles simples d’orientationctleste et magnttique qui permettraient aux oiseaux de s’orienter depuis l’Islande jusqu’au
nord du
Canada en suivant un grand cercle, mais pas le long dela route loxodromique qu’empruntentles bbasseaux maubkhes, les tourne-pierres
B poitrine noire et les bernaches cravants.
Mots clts: migration, orientation, tpoque, comportement en vol, volte, Calidris canutus, Arenaria interpm, Bmnta bernicla, Islande
Traduit pour le journal par Ntsida Loyer.
INTRODUCTION

High Arctic birds show complex migration patterns, with
several alternative spring staging sites and flight routes to
their destinations. Iceland serves as the most important
entranceway to Nearctic breeding regions
for different species
of waders and geese wintering in westernEurope.Large
proportions of the western European wintering populations
of the KnotCalidris canutus islandica
(total population about
350 O00 individuals; Prater, 1981), ll.n-nstone Arenaria
interpres (provisional population estimate about 50 O00
individuals; Prater, 1981) and Light-belliedBrantGoose
Branta bernicla hrota(about 20 O00 individuals; Salmonet
al., 1988) make a stopduring most of May in Iceland, where
the birds accumulate largeamounts of fat before their final
long-distance flights tothe Nearcticbreeding grounds
(Nielsen, 1918-19; Timmermann, 1938-49;Salomonsen, 1950,
1967; Morrison, 1977; Wilson, 1981).

However, not all birds of the above-mentioned populations
travelviaIceland
in spring. Considerablenumbers of
lbrnstones apparently depart towardsNearcticbreeding
grounds directly from Britainand Ireland (Clapham, 1979;
Prater, 1981), while Knots and possibly Brant Geese migrate
via Norway (Davidson et al., 1986; Hjort et al., 1987).
It was originally believedthat Knots, Wnstones andBrant
Geese staging in Icelandduring spring were all destinedfor
breeding grounds in NE/N Greenland (Timmermann,
1938-49). However, visual observations, ringing resultsand
radar recordshavesince corroborated the conclusion by
Salomonsen (1950,1967,1979) that there exists an important
flyway fromIcelandtonorthern
Canadahorthwest
Greenland acrossthe Greenland inland ice (Morrison, 1975,
1977; Maltby-Prevett et al., 1975; Wilson, 1981; Alerstam et
al., 1986).
It remains to be clarified if there is any differencein the
relative importance of Iceland as a spring staging area for
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birdsbreeding in NE/N Greenland and N Canada/NW
Greenland respectively. This is important for mapping the
European-Nearctic migration system
and for judging which
en route,
selective factors relatedto flight distances, weather
orientation conditions, timing of migration, competition
and
predation may affect the evolution of arctic migration systems
(Morrison, 1984; Alerstam et al., 1986; Uttley et al., 1987).
The flight between Iceland and N Canada is of unique
interest fromthe point of view of birdorientation and navigation. At northerly geographicand magnetic latitudes the
birds are faced with difficulties in using the sun compass
(problems of time compensationduring rapid longitudinal
displacement), star compass (not visible with24 h daylight)
and magnetic compass (an excessive declination and incliMALARRIF
nation makes the geomagnetic field unreliable
for orientation
purposes within a wide region around the north magnetic
FAXAFLOI
pole). Hence, flight directions and behaviour of migrants
departing fromIceland may, in conjunction with radar
records of spring migration across
the Greenland inland ice
(Alerstam et al., 1986), provide important clues about the
precise trajectory of the main flight route and orientation
premises.
In this paperwe present and analyze the Orientation, timing
and behaviourof Nearctic Knots,lbrnstones and Brant Geese
departing from Icelandin late Mayand early June.Our aim
is primarilyto throw lighton the main questions raised above:
How do the migrants stagingin Iceland distribute themselves
with respect to the two different main destination areas, in
100 km
NE/N Greenland and N CanadaINW Greenland, and what
may be the reasons for the pattern observed? Along which
route do the migrants fly from Iceland to N Canada, and
FIG.I . Location of the three main observation sites (encircled)on the west
can we infer from the trajectory
and from the birds' behaviour coast
of Iceland.
how they orient at these northerly latitudes?
years, four or five observers stayedat this site and carried
out
field workat all times during
the day. However, wefailed
OBSERVATION SITES AND METHODS
to recordanysignificantmigrationoutside
the hours of
regular watch. Observationswere carried out from both the
Systematic observations of migrating birds were carried
western and eastern shores of the fjord. The highest peak
out during the period of peak departure,25 May to 1 June,
in the vicinity reaches
747 m asl,about 8 km to the northwest.
in three years,
1986-88. Observations were conducted at three
Additional records of a few departing wader flocks during
different sites (Fig. 1):
a visit at this site on 1 June 1986 are also included.
Malarrif (64O44'N 23O48'W): A team of three resident
Migratingflocks were normallylocated by using lox
observerskept constant watchesgenerally 07-11 h(local
binoculars and later trackedin 20-22x telescopes until they
Icelandic time = GMT) and 18-23/24 h each dayduring the
vanished from sight. Telescopes
were equipped with azimuth
study period in 1986. Additional observations were made
outside the above-mentioned periods when migrating birds and elevation scalesand were carefully alignedto give geographic compass bearings and elevation angles. The following
appeared. The observation site at the shoreline at Malarrif
data were recorded in order to determine flight directions
lighthouse on the south coastofSnaefellsnespeninsula
of the birds:(1) the compass bearing
(= yo), and (2) estimated
offered an unobstructed view along the coast towards the
horizontal distance(= dl) from the observer
to the bird flock
east and west-northwest and over the open sea inthe sector
when the telescope tracking started
-this normally occurred
in between. The Snaefell mountain and its ice cap (1446 m
when the flock passed relatively near the observer; (3) the
asl) rise about 8 km to the north of the observation site.
time of telescope tracking until the flock vanished from sight,
Lutrabjarg (65O3O'N 24032'W): Observations were carried
and (4) vanishing bearing(= a"). The flight distance covered
out from the westernmost tip of Iceland, at the Bjargtangar
by the birds duringthe time of tracking(= dz) wasestimated
lighthouse (31 m ad), by two observers in 1986 during the
by assuming that birds in straight line flight (disregarding
same morning and
evening periodsas at Malarrif. A few addikm per
time spent in circling flight) travel with a speed1 of
tional records of migrating flocks were made during a visit
min, which is a good approximation of the mean speed of
to this site inthe afternoon and evening 31 May 1988. Huge
waders as well as Brant Geese (see below).
numbers of seabirds breed at the Latrabjarg cliff, which
The angle for parallax compensation(= /3") could be calextends 12 km eastward from the observation site, risingto
culated from
440 m asl.
/3 = arcsin[dlsin(@-y) dz"]
Vatnsjjordur(65O35'N, 23O1O'W): A team of three
or four
The flightdirectionof
the flock is then determinedas
observers kept constant daily watches for migrating birds
(a + 8). The angle /3 will be positive or negative depending
between 15.00 and 23.00 h in 1987 and 1988. During both
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on whether the flock passed to the left or right respectively
of the observer facing the vanishing bearing.
To avoid largeerrors in estimated flight directions
we have
included in our analysis only cases with
an angle of parallax
compensation I/3 I less than 30° and with effective tracking
time at least 3 full minutes. Flocks passing right overhead
@ =Oo) have been included in orientation data if effective
tracking time is at least 2 min. Median tracking time was
5 min 40 s (with maximum 17 min 15 s) for wader flocks
and 9 min (max. 27 min) for flocks of Brant Geese.
As a complement to the telescope tracking data, in 1988
we used an optical range finder (WILD, 80 cm, 11.25~)with
azimuth and elevationscales to determine positions of
departing wader flocks at 0.3-6.0 km range. This allowed us
to calculate flightand climbing speed,as well as altitude and
direction, during time intervals between 1 and 6 min (mean
time interval 3 min 37 s f s.d. 75 s; n = 26 intervals) for
17 different flocks of departing waders. Directions during
straight-line flight, as calculatedfrom the range finder data,
were in close agreement withflight directions estimated by
telescope tracking, and we have consistently used estimates
derived by the latter method in our set of orientation data.
Several flocks migrated along the coastline at Malarrif.
Flight directions of such flocks clearly influencedby local
topographical features have been excluded from analysis.
Unless otherwisestated, all directions referto geographic
compass directions (magneticdeclination in the study area
was -24O), and times are local Icelandic time (=GMT).
RESULTS

Number of Migrants

we could not distinguish with certainty between the two
species (designated as “waders,” cf. Table l), and we have
therefore frequently combined this “wader” category with
that of identified Knots after ensuring that there were no
significant differences in flock sizes, timing or orientation
between the two categories.
Our observationswere mainly designedfor purposes other
than counting departing migrants at each site. Still, totals
of migrating waders and geese recorded during the main
departure period 25-31 May indicated differences in magnitude and composition of migration among the three observation sites.
The largest number of Brant Geese, slightly more than
2000, was recorded at Malarrif, while wader migration at
this site was relatively sparse, only about 1200 Knots and
Turnstones being observed during the departure period in
1986. In comparison, wader migrationwas more prominent
at Latrabjarg, where, during the same season, close to 7000
waderswere recorded, often passing far offshore at high
altitudes over the open seaof Breidafjordur. In contrast,fewer
1OOO individuals) wereobserved
BrantGeese(justover
migrating past Latrabjarg compared with Malarrif during
spring 1986. At Vatnsfjordur, intensive Knotand Turnstone
migration completely dominated the scene. Total numbers
of migrating waders in
the 1987 and 1988 seasons were close
to 16 OOO and 7000 respectively. All migrants climbed and
departed towardsW/NW across the mountains, which means
that there exists no overlap between waders at this site and
those passing the tip of Latrabjarg farther to the west (cf.
Fig. 1). No BrantGeese were observed at Vatnsfjordur,
indicating that for this species there are no significant staging
sites alongthe shores and islets of N and NE Breidafjordur.
This is in marked contrast to the situation among the Knots,
for which the latter region is ofmajor importance as
a staging
area, quite comparable or even superior to favourable Knot
haunts in other parts of W Iceland.

Altogether 303 flocks comprising31 179 waders (Knotsand
Turnstones) and 77 flockswith 3178 BrantGeesewere
recorded departing from Iceland(Thble 1). Knots were much
more numerous than lbrnstones; of the?16 443 identified
waders, 15 086 (91.7%) were Knotsand 1357 (8.3%) Departure Behaviour
Turnstones. We expect a similar high proportion of Knots
The Vatnsfjordur area
was used asa staging siteby approxto occur in the wader (Knotand/or Turnstone) flocks where imately 5000 Knots and 500 Turnstones during the end of
TABLE 1. Numbers and flock sizes of departing Knots, lbrnstones and Brant Geese recorded 25 May-1June at three observation
sites in W Iceland (regular observations were carried out at Malarrif and Latrabjarg in 1986 and at Vatnsfjordur in 1987 and 1988)
Flock size
Locality Species
Knot

13

lbrnstone

Mixed flocksb
Waders‘

Brant Goose
45

No. of birds
Latrabjarg
Vatnsfjordura
9 Malarrif
Latrabjarg
11
Vatnsfjordur
Vatnsfjordur

94
181

Latrabjargd
945
Vatnsfjordur
Malarrif 52
Latrabjarg’
25

Max
No. of flocks

1 032
2 898
10 581
116

11
16
120

60

1

Median

Mean

88

767

58
150

325

IO

600

10

99

1
21
103

-

2 053
1 125

188

150 40
130

Including six flocks observed on 1 June 1986.
p This
575 Knots and 414 lbrnstones were recorded in mixed flocks of these two species.
category refers to flocks of Knot/lbrnstone, where we could not distinguish with certainty between the two species.
a

Including one flock observed on 31 May 1988.
Including two flocks observed on 31 May 1988.

400

-

40

600

250

600

70

989
3
105
10 751

15
115
65

58

33
28

140

-
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while ground speed was much faster, 10.1-19.7 mas-' (mean
15.8 f 3.4 mas", n = 7), than during the preceding circling
flight. As expected, flocks in level flight showed an even faster
mean ground speed, viz., 17.7 f 2.7 m.s" (range 15.5-21.4
m-s", n = 4 flocks).
Heights at the pointof vanishing from sight
at Vatnsfjordur
were estimated for 61 wader flockson the basis of readings
of the telescope elevation angle
and calculated distances. Most
flocks that circled to gain height over Vatnsfjordur finally
disappeared in the migratory direction at heights between
400 and 1200 m as1 (46 out of 61 flocks). For 8 of the 61
flocks, vanishing altitudes were estimated between1200 and
2000 m asl, the three highest records being 1600, 1750 and
1990 m. Although the vast majority of these estimates refer
to flocks of Knots, 4 flocks of Turnstones are included in
the data, with vanishingaltitudesbetween 550 and 1750 m asl.
Observations at Latrabjarg and Malarrif confirm the
waders'preference for highcruising altitudes, but also
demonstratethat theymaydescendlowover
the sea,
depending on wind conditions. Out of 32 wader flocks, 16
were observed departing over the open sea off Latrabjarg
at estimated altitudes of500-1000 m asl, or even higher. Eight
flocks passed at intermediate heights, between 100 and 400
m asl, whilethe remaining 8 flocks travelledat lower altitudes,
5 of them descendingto fly immediately above
the sea surface
as they encounteredunfavourable crosswinds off the
westernmost tip of Iceland.
At Malarrif, 14 out of 19 flocks of Knots and Turnstones
climbed as they took off from nearby shoresor arrived low
FIG.2. A flock of Knots departing from the seashore of West Iceland. Photo:
along the coastline. These flocks reached several hundreds
J. Karlsson.
of metres inaltitude andcontinued to climb as long as they
Turnstones behaved much as the Knots when departing
were seen. Only5 flocks were observed passing in low
altitude
and climbing from Vatnsfjordur. Flight calls from Tbrnstonecoastal flights.
flocks differ characteristically from those of Knots, but sound There is a distinct difference in flight altitudes between
the waders and Brant Geese, the latter generally travelling
level and range are about the same for the two species.
At Vatnsfjordur the Knots and Turnstones areconfronted
at lower heightsand being more prone
to following coastlines.
with a passage 12-50 km across land, rising 500-700 m asl,
At Latrabjarg, 12 out of 21 flocks of Brant Geesewere seen
before the birds reach the fjords of the NW Icelandic coast departing over the open sea at low altitude, 8 flocks maintained heights between100 and 400 m ad, while only a single
or the open Denmark Strait. Before this passage the waders
climb steeply. Knotsnot only usedflapping flight during this flock was observed flying at greater heights. At Malarrif,
climbing phase, but to a surprisingly high degree adopted
46 out of 52 Brant Geese flocks passed at altitudes below
gliding or soaring to obtain lift from thermals or slope and
100 m asl, some of them climbing as they left the coastline
lee waves.Sometimes the Knots gained height
by almost pure behind them. Of the 52 flocks, 35 were flying closely along
thermal soaring, gliding in tight circles withtheir wings fully the shoreline past the observation site.
spread and completely without wing beats.
Flock Sizes
The Knots used circling flight up tobetween 400 and 940
m as1 (mean altitude 600 m f s.d. 150 m, n = 14 flocks),
The waders, as well as the Brant Geese, travel inflight forat which altitude they changed to straight-line flight, still
mations, mostly echelon, V-or U-formation. The latter forclimbing,in their migratorydirection.Notonlyflocks
mation, where birds fly on curved, bow-shaped fronts (cf.
departing locally from the Vatnsfjordurshores adopted
Hummel, 1973), is more common than strict V-formation.
circling flight up to these altitudes, but flocks arriving from
Large flocks most often showed branched compound forthe east at low or moderate heights, often 150-500 m, also
mations, with the configuration changing continuously in
stopped to circle for several minutes to increase their height.
a winding and undulating way.
The rate of climb during circling flight varied between 0.45
Mean and maximum flock sizes and the distribution of
and 1.75 m d ' , with a mean at 1.12 f 0.43 m-s" (n = 15).
flocks and individuals in differentflock sizeclassesare
Generally the birds moved slowlyin their intended direction presented in Tables 1 and 2 respectively. For the Knot, the
while flying inrather wide circles, sometimes flying off some mean flock size at bothMalarrif and Vatnsfjordur was close
distance before resuming circling. The resulting ground speed
to 100 birds, while it was about twice as large at Latrabjarg
1.9 and 12.0 mes", with
during circling flight varied between
(categories Knotand waders in Table 1). As might be expected
a meanspeed at 6.6 f 2.7 mas" (n = 15).
from their sparser occurrence, Turnstones did not migrate
Knot flockscontinued to climb whendeparting over land
in such large flocks as the Knots. Only 4 of 21 Turnstone
in straight-line flight. However, rate of climb wasslower,
flocks exceeded 100 birds in size, the largest one numbering
between 0.47 and 0.96 m d (mean 0.72 f 0.20 m d , n = 7),
140 birds, but these 4 flocks together held just above half
May in all three years1986-88 (Fig. 2). Knots in a departing
flock call vigorously as they take off and climb, typically
in circling flight.The air is filled withloud chattering as the
birds incessantlyutter excited "veit-veit" calls, interspersed
with occasional soft, curlew-likewhistlingcalls.These
whistling calls are typically given
during song-flight display
at the breeding territories (Nettleship, 1974). Flocks arriving
at Vatnsfjordur were heard at long ranges, sometimes 2-3
km. On repeated occasions wesaw two or more flocks of
Knots uniting into a single large flock during the circling
flight, presumably as a result ofmutual responses to callings
from flocks in the vicinity.
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TABLE 2. Relative distribution of number of flocks and individualsof migrating Knots,llu-nstonesand Brant Geesein flock size classes
Flock size
10-24
400-799 200-399
1-9
100-199

Flocks (Yo)
33.1
Knot (incl. 15.8
waders)
11.4
14.3 Turnstone
42.9
Brant Goose
24.7

50-99

2.2
9.5
16.9

Na

25-49
272
11.731.2

15.6

12.2
34.8
27.9

24.4

20.2
3.7

13.6

0

0

0

0

21
77

Individuals (Yo)
31.1
Knot (incl. 24.5
waders)

Rmstone
Brant Goose
a

20.7
51.4
10.4

0.1
5.2
1.4
2.7

19.9

1.8
15.1

0
0

0
178

0

943
3

Total number of flocks and individuals.

of the totalnumber of lbrnstones recorded in pure flocks.
Although the Knots and lbrnstones thatmigrated together
in mixed flocks usually formedpart of a common flight formation, individuals of the samespeciesnormallykept
together in a subgroup within the common flock.
There isa good agreement betweenthe observation records
from Malarrif and Latrabjarg that Brant Geesedepart from
Iceland in flocks witha mean size ofabout 40 birds and with
maximum sizes of 130 to 150 birds.
Seasonal and Daily Timing

The main exodus fromIceland of Knots, lbrnstones and
Brant Geese occurredduring the period 25-31 May in all three
spring seasons 1986-88. Although we did not undertake systematic observations of migration before 25 May, wecarried
out extensive field work
during the previous weeksand would
certainly have detected any significant departures. In 1987
we recorded two flocks ltrrnstones
of
climbing to great heights
and leaving on 23 May.
Although Knots, lbrnstonesand BrantGeesewere
recorded throughoutthe study period 25-31 May, our observations indicate small differences in average seasonal timing
among the species. lbrnstones appeared to depart slightly
beforeKnots,whichwere
simultaneous with or possibly
slightly earlier than theBrant Geese. Combining data from
all three years, the median departure date was 26 May for
lbrnstones and 28 May for Knots and Brant Geese. The
proportions of departing migrants that we recorded during
the first two days, 25 and 26 May, of the study period were
52% for Xrnstone, butonly 9% and 1% for Knot and Brant
Goose respectively.In comparison, during the finaldays of
our observation period, 30 May-1 June, only 7% of the
Turnstones were recorded,whilethecorresponding
proportions for Knots and Brant Geese were 14% and 43%
respectively. By 1 June thecoastal staging sites were almost
empty of Knots and lbrnstones, only very small numbers
remaining wherejust a few daysearlier a multitude of noisy
birds filled the scene.
As seen from Figure 3, departures generally took place
in the afternoon and evening, although in 1986 there was
a secondary peak, most prominent for the Brant Goose, in
the morning or about noon. The average daily timing of
wader departures differed significantly between years,
taking
place relatively late in the day in 1986 (median time 20.20
h) but considerably earlier in 1987 (median 18.20 h) and
earlier still in 1988 (median 17.10 h). Thesedifferences
appeared to be associated with the temporal displacement
of the tidal cycle between years, the waders preferring to
depart during rising or high tide. This is clearly indicated

in Figure 3, where the daily tidal variation is shown for the
peak day of wader migration in each year. The tidal cycle
is displaced on average about 50 min later each successive
day, which meansthat not only the main peak but also the
secondary peak of wader migration in 1986, recorded only
during the last days, 30 May to 1 June, in that season,
occurred during rising tide.
There is a distinct tendency for the waders to depart earlier
in relation to high tide with the progress ofthe season. This
effect was consistent in all three years and is shownin Figure
4, with data from allyears combined. Averagedeparture time
approximately coincided with high
tide on 26 May, gradually
changing to 2-4 h before high tide on 29 and 30 May. The
average solar departure time changed relativelylittle between
consecutive dayswithin a season (Fig.4; although there were
clear differences in daily timing between seasons, as earlier
pointed out; cf. Fig. 3).
Flight Directions

Our measurements ofdeparture directions showed a high
degree of conformity between
different observationsites and
species. The mean orientation falls very close to 300° for
the Knot, Tbmstoneand Brant Goose, with directional scatter
corresponding,to an angular deviation of 21-26O (Table 3).
The distribution of flocks and proportions of individuals
departing in different directions are presented in Figure 5.
The great majority of the birds departed in the sector
280-3300, the proportion of individuals being74,51 and 77%
for the Knot, lbrnstone andBrant Goose respectively. Within
this sector, there is a concentration of flocks and individuals
in thenarrow range 290-310°, where 37,36 and 59% of the
Knots, Xrnstones and Brant Geese respectively were seen
to depart. Departures in WNW-NW directions imply that
the birds werefollowing routes traversing the Greenland
inland ice towards breeding
destinations in Canada and
NW
Greenland (cf. Discussionsection below). In contrast, flight
directions in thesector 340-OIOo point towards migration to
quite a different part of the breeding range for the three
species concerned, i.e., NE/E Greenland (e.g., Salomonsen,
1950,1967; Meltofte, 1985). Thereis an indication of a
secondary peak ofdeparture directions in this sector for the
lbrnstone, encompassing 19% of the individuals. In comparison, only 5 and 7% of the Knots and Brant Geese respectively departed in this sector.
In most instances, the weather was favourable for orientation, withgoodvisibility
andthe sunclearlyvisible.
However, there were a few exceptional occasions. In thelate
afternoon of 28 May 1988, cloudiness was considerable
(stratocumulus, with base and top about 900 and 1200 m
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The mostremarkable instance of departures in poor
weather occurred between 12.30 and 14.30 h on 1 June 1986,
when sixflocks totalling 448 Knots climbedinto low clouds
at Vatnsfjordur. Complete overcast prevailed, comprising
8/8
stratus with basenot much higherthan 50 m asl. Furthermore,
it was raining constantly, with varying intensity. The Knots
were departing in the warm sector of a cyclone, close to the
low pressure centre. Meteorological evaluation (Bertil
Larsson, pers. comm.1986) suggested that the overall weather
situation probably was as follows: rain was falling from
moderatelyhigh clouds (base12000 m asl, altostratus,
altocumulus castellanus) in a conveyer belt in front of the
cold front. Below was a layer of stratus extending from 50
m up to 300-600 m asl.
The Knots arrived at Vatnsfjordur at low altitude along
the coast, where they behavedin the typical way. They called
vigorously, started to circle and soon disappeared straight
up into theclouds over the western and northwestern slopes
of this fjord. Small and scattered partiesreappeared,
dropping out of the clouds a few minutes after each flock
had disappeared; these birds subsequently landed along the
shore or flew east in return migration and comprised 123
(27%) of the 448 individuals recorded. The majority of the
Knots apparently continuedup through the clouds and across
the mountains. Never before have we witnessed birds climbing
so directly and purposefully into compact clouds, during
constant rain, than did these Knots at Vatnsfjordur. These
observations show that thewaders are capable of assuming
a departure orientation that is at least broadly correct in spite
of complete overcast and poor visibility.
DISCUSSION

Flight Altitude and Speed
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Upon departure from Iceland, Knots and lbrnstonesclimb
steeply to high altitudes, setting off in their migratory
direction straight across land or sea, largely unaffected by
coastal topography. One important advantage of climbing
to great heights may be that the waders can sample winds
as they go in order to choose altitudes where windsare most
favourable, as suggested for migrating terns by Alerstam
(1985).

Waders are renowned for migrating at high altitudes (cf.
Richardson, 1979). Flocks of Siberian Knots registered by
radar during spring migration at Helsinki in S Finland most
and 1988(d). Hatched bars show the percent distribution
of departing flocks
often passed at altitudes between 500 and 2000 m, the highest
during the different hours of the day (local Icelandic time = GMT). The
record being close to 3000 m (Dick et al., 1987). Although
histograms (from top to bottom) are based on 75, 6 4 , 149 and 90 flocks
respectively. The local tidal cycle
on the day of peak migrationis schemathigh altitude migration is probablypreferred by shorebirds,
ically indicatedby curves. The tidal cycleis displacedlater each successive
they certainly show a readiness to descend and migrate at
day, and hightide on different dates 25-31 May is indicated by
dots. (Tidal
low altitudes and tofollow coastal leading lines, most often
informationfromSjavarfollvidIsland1986,1987,1988,Sjomaelingar
when winds are unfavourable.
Islands, Reykjavik).
A high climbingcapacity allows the waders to reach high
altitudes quickly. The rate of climb for departing Knots in
respectively), although visibility was very good. There were Iceland varied between 0.45 and 1.75 m-s" (overall mean
climb rate = 1.0 m-s" f s.d. 0.4 m d , n = 22). These climb
only a few distant gaps in thecloud layer, mainly along the
rates almost match those of Arctic Terns Sterna paradisaea
western horizon, and it was quite impossible for a human
(with mean climbrate = 1.2 f 0.4 m d ) , which were tracked
eye to determine the position of the sun. In spite of this,
by radar when departing across land inS Sweden (Alerstam,
migration of well-oriented wader flocks was intensive, and
23% of the seasonal total of departing waders was recorded 1985).
Waders depart from Iceland with very heavyfat reserves,
on this day. We repeatedly suspected that migrants climbed
an added weight that must significantlyimpair their climbing
through the cloud layer, as flocks at high altitude suddenly
performance (Pennycuick, 1975, 1978; Videler et al., 1988).
vanished from sight.
FIG.3. Daily timing of departure from Iceland 25 May-1 June
of Brant Geese
in 1986 (a) and of Knots and lbrnstones combined in 1986 @), 1987 (c)
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That they can climb even faster than recorded in Iceland,
when migrating with smallerfat reserves, is supported by a
few tracking radar measurements fromS Sweden in late July
(unpubl. data; equipment and recording technique according
to Alerstam, 1985). One mixed flock with six Knotsand six
Dunlins Calidris alpina climbed from190 to 970 m as1 during
630 s when departing inland in straight-line flight, giving
a mean climb rate
of 1.24 m d . The flock was still climbing
when lost by the radar.
Two lbrnstones departing inland
climbed steadily from290 to 930 m as1 in 430 s, i.e., by 1.48
m.s", in straight-line flight, again continuingto climb until
lost by the radar.

-6

-2

o

2

4

e

Tidal time (hours)

Mean air speedof the above-mentionedtwo flocks
was 15.4 and 14.8 m-s"respectively.Theseflightspeeds
arein reasonable agreementwith our speedmeasurements from Iceland. Three flocks of Knotstracked by
air speeds
radar in level flight acrossS Sweden showed mean
16.4-20.3 m-s-', which is also similar to estimates of level
flight speed from Iceland. Flight speed estimates from Iceland
refer to ground speed, since lack
of information about winds
at different altitudes made it impossible to correct for the
effect of wind. Noer
(1979) reported a mean air speed
at 15.8
m d for Knots migratingat low altitude along the coast in
calm weather. Air speed increased with opposed winds
(and
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with increasing flock size) to about 19 m-s" in moderate
headwinds.
Our observations from Iceland showed
that the Brant Geese
generally migrated at lower altitudes, and were more prone
towards following coastlines, than the waders. Johnson et
al. (1975) recorded intensive eastbound spring migration of
Brant GeeseBranta bernicla nigricans at the southerncoast
of the Beaufort Sea in NW Canada, with 74% of all birds
flying onlya few metres abovethe ground or ice. Only a few
flocks were observed at altitudes as high as 100 m or above.
Large numbers of Brant Geese
Branta b. bernicla, migrating
between winter quarters atthe North Sea and breeding sites
in Siberia, regularly fly at low altitude along coastlines in
the Baltic Sea during spring as well as autumn migration
(pers. obs.). In contrast, the majority of arctic waders pass
unnoticed at high altitudes, except in yearswhenthey
encounter unfavourable weather in
this region (Roos, 1975).
Tracking radarregistrations of Brant Gooseflocks
departing across land during autumn migration in S Sweden
show that they most often climb to heights in the range
200-500 m as1 before resuming levelflight (Alerstam, unpubl.
data).
Why do the geese often migrate at lower altitudes than
the waders? One relevant factor may
the climbing
be
capacity.
For flight mechanical reasons, climbing
capacity is expected
to relate negativelyto body sizeamong birds (Anderssonand
Norberg, 1981). Climb rates as registered by tracking radar
for migrating Brant Geesein S Sweden, witha mean at 0.56
m-s" (s.d. = 0.19, sample of 29 flocks, Alerstam, unpubl.
data), are distinctlylower than foundamong arctic waders.
Because oftheir heavy fat loads, BrantGeese departing from
Iceland would be expected
to achieve even slower climb
rates
than theabove mean.Still, it is necessarythat the geese have
the capacity to climb to several thousands ofmetresof
altitude, since after departing from Iceland, they fly across
the Greenland inland ice, which rises to heights about 3000
m asl.
Formation of Flocks

Comparison ofsizesofwader
flocks departing from
Iceland (Tables 1 and 2) with flock sizes reported for birds
arriving in NW Greenland and Ellesmere Island indicates
that the large flocks break up into smaller units when the
birds approach their destination. Ferdinand (unpubl. report
1985) observedKnots andlbrnstones
citedinMeltofte,

arriving from the sea at Kap Atholl in NW Greenland (31
May and 2 June 1964) in flocks of 2-50 birds. The average
size for seven flocks of Knot was 16 individuals, for nine
flocks of lbrnstone 12 individuals and forfour mixed flocks
20 individuals. Nettleship(1974) reported seven flocks of Knot
ranginginsizefrom
6 to 60 birds,with a meanof 27
individuals per flock, arriving at Lake Hazen, Ellesmere
Island (5 June 1966). Similarly, flock sizes were relatively
small among Knots (mean = 37 individuals; n = 30) and
lbrnstones (mean = 11 individuals; n= 27) arriving at the
1987-88
southwestern coast of Iceland in late April/early May
(Gudmundsson, unpubl. data).
Flocks of Brant Geese may remain
intact throughout the
long flights to the breeding sitesto ahigher degreethan the
wader flocks. Mean flock size was
55 individuals for 24 Brant
Goose flocks observed when arrivingSW
in Iceland in early
May 1987-88 (Gudmundsson, unpubl. data). Johnson et al.
(1975) noted that during spring migration Branta bernicla
nigricans passed the mast of the Beaufort Seain rather large
flocks. Fifty-four percent of the flocks consisted of25 birds
or more, and 54% of all individuals were in flocks of more
than 105 birds. The corresponding proportions are similar
for departing Brant Geese in Iceland ('lhble 2).
It is well known that Knots and Brant Geese sometimes
travel in very large flocks, especially when migrating from
spring staging areas where huge numbers of birds are concentrated, like the North Frisian Wadden Sea (Prokosch,
1984,1988). Meltofte and Lyngs (1981) observedKnots
departing from this area towards Iceland
and/or N Norway
(cf. Davidson et al., 1986; Prokosch, 1988) between 8 and
14 May 1973. Mean flock sizes varied between217 and 413
individuals on different days. The two largest flocks consisted of about 2000 and 2300 Knots. As well, large flocks
of Siberian Knots have been observed
departing in the first
half of June from the Wadden Sea across Scandinaviaand
S Finland. At one observation site in the Gulf of Finland
between 3 and 17 June 1979 the overall mean flock sizewas
800 individuals (Dick et al., 1987).
Such large flocks are probably formed at
only
staging sites
with the highest concentrations of migrants. Whitfield and
Magnusson (1987) studied spring departures of Knots and
Nrnstones from a staging site of less importance, in NE
Iceland, used by up to 8000 Knots and 10 OOO lbrnstones.
Mean sizes of departing flocks were 25 individuals for Knot
(n = 12),24 individuals for lbrnstone (n = 23) and 46
individuals for mixed flocks (n = 30).
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of flight transport for a lone bird. Hummel (1973, 1983)calculated corresponding reductions in total flight power at
20-25%. On the basis of photography of 56 Brant Geese in
(1973) calculated
characteristic formation positions, Hummel
an average power reduction of 18% for the flock members.
The above estimates implythat for a given amount of fuel
reserves carried bythe birds,a flock may havea range increase
of 20-70070in comparison witha single bird. The bow-shaped,
modified V-formations promote an equal distribution of
energy savings amongthe flock members (Hummel, 1983).
Even if power reduction associated with formation flight
increases with flock size,
the marginal increase in benefit with
increasing flock size above
about 30 birds is small (Lissaman
and Shollenberger, 1970; Hummel, 1983).
(2) Social stimulationand theurge to gather in large flocks
upon departure may serveto reduce the seasonal time scatter
in migratory activityand tosynchronizethe internal annual
migratory rhythm among the birds. Arctic migrantsdepart
on their long,final, spring flightsto the breeding sites within
a very narrow seasonal time window
(departures from Iceland
are mainly 25-31 May), which is remarkably constant from
year to year (Salomonsen, 1967; Meltofte, 1985; Alerstam
et al., 1986). From their distant starting positions the birds
have little possibility to adjustthe timing of their departure
to yearly variations in the progress of spring at the destinations in the polar climatic zone. Social stimulation will
act to concentrate departure atthe mean endogenous time
for the population.
(3) Accuracy of orientation towards the intended mean
direction ofthe population may be higherfor birds in flocks
in comparison with single individuals
and may increase with
increasing flock size (Bergman
and Donner, 1964; Hamilton,
1967; Wallraff, 1978; Tmmm, 1980). For the Knot there is
indeed a tendency for the largest flocksto show the smallest
scatter inorientation. The angular deviation for small flocks,
up to 30 individuals, was 30° (n = 25 flocks). For mediumsized flocks, with 30-150 individuals, it was 26O (n = 61),
and the largest flocks, with150-600 individuals, showed an
angular deviation of 19O (n = 26 flocks). However, the
difference inangular deviationwas not statistically significant
between the small- and medium-sized flocks (F = 1.37, p
> 0.05, Watson-Williams testfortheconcentration
parameter; Batschelet,1981), and only marginally
so between
medium-sized and largeflocks (F = 1.78, p = 0.06) and
between small and large flocks (F = 2.43, p < 0.05). The
Turnstone and Brant Goose showed no consistent or significant differences in angular variance between flock size
categories.
Another possible advantage associated with migration in
flocks is that older,experiencedbirdsamong
the flock
members
can
control
the
orientation
with
reference
to
familiar
MG.S. Orientation of Knots, 'lbmstones and Brant Geese departing in spring
landmarks.
from W Iceland. Dataare groupedinto 100 sectors.Dots indicate departing
flocks, while bars show the percent distribution
of individuals in different
sectors. Open dots refer to mixed flocks of Knots and'krnstones (cf. l'hble 3).

Daily Timing of Departure

What are the most important factors promoting the formation of flocks, as observed amongthe departing waders
and Brant Geese?
(1) Formation flight improves aerodynamic efficiency
and
leads to a considerable reductionof flight power. Lissaman
and Shollenberger (1970) calculated that cost of transport
would be reduced by 30-40% for members of flocks with
9-25 individuals information flight, in comparison with cost

The Knots and Turnstones departed from Icelandduring
(a) theafternoon and evening and (b) rising or high tide (Figs.
3 and 4). The mean daily time of departure varied considerably among years, depending
on the tidal cycle. In 1987
and 1988, when high tide occurred early in the afternoon
or evening, most waders departed already between 9 and 4
h before sunset (local time
of sunset about 23.30 h). During
the study period the 24 h day inNW Iceland is divided into
approximately 20 h of daylight and 4 h of civil twilight.
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part of the breeding range.
The
In 1986, when high tide occurred as late as midnight, mosttowards the NE/N Greenland
small proportions of birds orienting in the sector 340-010'
waders departed during the 3 or 4 h preceding sunset.In this
year there was also a secondary peak alreadyaround noon
may not necessarily represent migrants destined for NE/N
(Fig. 3), appearing mainly during the late part of the
Greenland, since it is also possible thatthe northerly
departure period, i.e., 30 May-1 June. The situation during
directions are only temporary course deviations, adding to
the scatter of a unimodal orientation centred around 300'.
this period probably marks the transition when the waders
shift their departure from one high tide cycle to another, as
The majority of Knots and lbrnstones at a staging site
in NE Iceland alsodeparted towards WNW (Whitfieldand
the late-evening high tide becomes progressively displaced
to late after sunset/midnight.
Magnusson, 1987), which indicatesthat they probably joined
There are several reports that Calidris waders and
the birds fromW/NW Iceland on the flight routeto Canada
Turnstones usuallydepart on migration a few hours before
and NW Greenland. There was, however, also a secondary
sunset. In a few cases it has been notedthat departures also
peak of waders
orientating from NE Iceland towards
the NE
tend to be associated with incoming
or high tide (Ferns,1979,
Greenland breeding sector, constitutingabout one-third of
1980; Dick et al., 1987; Lank, 1989). During autumn
the lbrnstonesand one-tenth of the Knotsrespectively
migration along the shores of the Baltic Sea, where there is (Whitfield and Magnusson, 1987).
practically no tidal variation, Knots and lbrnstones show
Why isthe migration link between Iceland
and the NE/N
a peak ofdepartures from about 3 h before sunsetto sunset
Greenland breeding range of such limited importance, in spite
(Edelstam, 1972). At the Wadden Sea, major departures of
of the fact that the associatedflightdistanceismuch
Nearctic Knots have been observed during the 2 h before
shorter than the distance acrossthe Greenland inland iceto
sunset on 8-14 May (Meltofteand Lyngs, 1981) and of Siberian
Canada and NW Greenland? One possibility
is that breeding
Knots between 3 and 1 h before sunset on 2-10 June (Dick
populations in the former region are very small in comet al., 1987).
parison with the large numbers of birds breeding in N Canada
In contrast to the waders, the Brant Geese showed a dis- and NW Greenland. This is probably true for the Brant
tinctly bimodal daily pattern of departure activity, with flocks
Goose,which has becomegreatlyreduced
in numbers
leaving Iceland both in the morning and evening. Siberian
in NE/N Greenland during this century (Meltofte et al.,
Brant Geeseare commonly observed passing
southern Scan1981; Hikansson et al., 1981). Only recentlywas an
dinavia during spring migrationin the early part of the day,
important breeding concentration of at least 250 pairs of
demonstrating that they, incontrast to the waders, regularly Brant Geese discovered at the northeasternmost point of
depart also in an early morning peak (Prokosch, 1984).
Greenland (Hjort et al., 1987). However, the Knot and
Knots,Turnstones and BrantGeesechangebetween
Turnstone are widely distributed over
at least 60 000 km2 of
foraging and roosting activitiesin response to the tidal cycle
suitablebreeding habitat in NE/N Greenland(Meltofte,
at their staging sites. The tidal amplitude at Vatnsfjordur
1985).
is between1.8 and 3.9 m (neapand spring tide respectively).
Another possible explanation isthat many birds destined
for NE/N Greenland reach their goal,not via Iceland, but
Hence, it seems entirely reasonablethat the birds are most
via alternative staging areas. This may apply
to the conprone to depart after having foraged during a low tide period
siderable numbers of Turnstones
that deposit large fat reserves
and when starting to assemble at the roosting sites. Why,
in addition to this tidal influence, the waders preferto depart
before departing from the Irish Sea during the last days of
during afternoon or evening hours, while Brant Geese are
May (Clapham, 1979; Prater, 1981) and to Knots departing
prepared to leave also in the morning, is more difficult to
from N Norway (Davidsonet al., 1986; Uttley et al., 1987).
understand. Possiblynight-timeforagingislessefficient
Interestingly, there is a distinct turnover of staging Tbrnstones
among the waders as compared to the Brant Geese. This
at the Irish Sea (Morecambe Bay) inMay, with most birds
would makeit extra important for the waders always
to utilize
that have spent the winter in the area leaving in early May
the day-time low tide period for foraging before departure
(probably flyingto Iceland), while new passage birds come
(cf. Lank, 1989). Our observations from Iceland show that
in to leave during the end ofthe month (Branson et al., 1978;
departures of Knots and Tbrnstones can be less tied to the
Clapham, 1979).
One may speculate that Iceland is thus of crucial
hours immediately preceding sunset than has hereto been
importance as a staging areafor waders and geese destined
reported.
for breeding sites in NCanada and NW Greenland. It may
be advantageous for these birds to winter within relatively
Destination Areas
close reach of Iceland, i.e.,
in Britain, Ireland
and surrounding
in Iceland
It has earlier been maintained that the large numbers of regions in W Europe, from where they can arrive
sufficiently earlyfor the necessary fat deposition. Birds winKnots, Turnstonesand Brant Geese resting in Iceland in spring
tering at more southerly latitudes would have
to initiate
are destined for two major parts of the breeding range,i.e.,
premigratory fattening unduly early in springto be able to
NE/N Greenland (in the sector 340-010' from W Iceland)
arrive in time for the refuelling time schedule in Iceland. Birds
and NE Canada/NW Greenland (280-330° from Iceland)
breeding in less distant arctic regions, such as NE Greenland
respectively (Salomonsen,1950, 1967; Morrison, 1975, 1977;
(or regions with later
a spring development), which they can
Wilson, 1981; Meltofte, 1985). However, the relative
reach without having to refuelinIceland,can
afford to
importance of these two main migratory pathways from
Iceland has remained unknown. Our data (Table 3, Fig. 5 )
migrate to more southerly (and perhaps more favourable)
winter latitudes and still be back in time at their breeding
provide a clear-cut and perhaps surprising answer to this
question: The vast majority of flocks and individuals of all destination. This situation may apply not only to the
three species travel towards breeding regions inNE
Tbrnstone but alsoto the SanderlingCalidris alba(cf. Prater,
1981; Wilson, 1981).
Canada/NW Greenland.Only a minority are oriented
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N Norway is not much farther away than Iceland from
NE/N Greenlandand may constitute a favourable alternative
staging area for Knots breeding in this region, especially in
flight
view ofthe fact that winds are often unfavourable afor
from W Iceland to NE Greenland (Alerstam et al., 1986).
Knotsdestined
fornorthernandnortheasternmost
a shorter flight
Greenland, aswell as for Svalbard, would have
distance from N Norway
than from Iceland (Alerstam
et al.,
1986). Hjort et al. (1987) suggested that the Brant Geese
breeding in northeasternmost Greenland
were associated with
the Svalbard population of this species, migrating
via Norway
rather than via Iceland.
Flight Routes and Orientation Cues

The difference between a rhumbline route (loxodrome)
and
the corresponding great circle route (orthodrome) is most
pronounced at high latitudes. The rhumbline is the path of
a constant geographic bearing between two points on the
'
earth's surface intersecting all lines of longitude
at the same
angle. In contrast, the great circle is always
the shortest path
between twopoints on a sphere. 'Ravelling along a great circleFIG. 6. Sites of ringing/colour markinglrecovery in the Nearctic region of
Knots, lbrnstones and BrantGeese observed/recovered/ringed during
route requires that the geographic course is continuously
as given by the
changed (about calculation of rhumbline
and great circle see, migratory passage in Iceland. Sites with multiple records,
figures, are indicated by enlarged symbols. Shaded areas show the main
e.g., Imboden and Imboden, 1972).
breeding range (ice-free areas) of Nearctic waders and geese wintering in
In this section we will show that our results imply that
Europe. Basedon ringing data from Icelandic Museum
of Natural History.
a rhumbline route from
the birds travel approximately along
Iceland to the breeding grounds. This is surprising because
How does this migration route approximately following
the great circle route? The
the simplest celestialor magnetic orientation rules would be the 3000 rhumbline compare with
distance along the 300° rhumbline from W Iceland (65ON,
expected to take the birds on great circle routes, as will be
demonstrated below. The discussion servesto throw lighton
24OW) to SEEllesmere Island/NE DevonIsland (77'N,
the unique problems of orientation in arctic bird migration 90OW) is2665km. In comparison, the great circle route
between these two points 2535
is
km (Fig. 7a). Hence,other
in general and on the difficulties of explaining the birds'
orientation along their flight route between Icelandand N
things being equal, the migrants would save 130 km, corresponding to about 2 h of flight in calm weather, by folCanada in particular.
than the rhumbline route. With
Our data about the departure orientation
at Iceland (Table lowing the great circle rather
an air speed about 60 km-h" the migrants need almost two
3, Fig. 5 ) , in conjunction with radar observations fromthe
E Greenland coast (Alerstam
et al., 1986)and ringing infor- full days, or 44 h, to complete the flight journey along the
mation (Fig. 6), allow us
to establish with reasonable accuracy rhumbline.
the actual trajectory the
of main migratory pathway between In order to follow the great circle shown in Figure 7a, the
a
heading, conIceland and N Canada. That the main migratory pathway birds shoulddepart from Iceland with 328O
to approach the destination
runs closeto the 300° rhumbline is supported
by the following tinuously changing their course
facts: (1)The mean departure Orientationat Iceland falls close point with final heading 2659 One might suspect that the
an
to 30O0 in the Knot, lhrnstone andBrant Goose flocks, with difficulties involved in great circle navigation may be
a substantial proportion of the migrants orienting in the
important reason why the birds prefer a longer track, close
narrow sector between 290° and 310° (Table 3, Fig. 5). (2)
to the rhumbline, which at least superficially may seem to
represent an easier option from an orientation point ofview.
The median direction of radar echoes from
W-NW migrating
However, closer consideration leads us
to quite the opposite
bird flocks at Sermilik at the E Greenland coast (66O20'N,
38OW) was 301°, with morethan two-thirds ofthe echoes in
conclusion: There are simple orientation rules
that allow the
the sector 290-3109 Sermilik is probably passed only
by the
birds to migrate closeto the great circle route, but, in contrast,
it is difficult
to imagine a simple means oforientation along
southern flank of the WNW-bound stream of of Knots,
'knstones and Brant Geese from Iceland;no radar echoes
the rhumbline. There are at least two obvious possibilities
were detectedfrombirdflockspassing
to the south of
of great circle orientation:
Sermilik Fjord. Wind drift over Denmark Strait may have
(1) At latitudes closeto the north or south poles it holds
enhanced the magnitude of passage at Sermilik, especially as a good approximation that course changes along great
in one of the two spring seasons studied (Alerstam et al.,
circles are almost equal to the associated longitudinal dis1986). (3) Large numbers of migrants pass the Disko and
placements. Hence, the course change along a great circle
UmanakregionsinWGreenland,according
to ringing
is approximately one degree for each degree of longitude
recoveries (Fig. 6)as well as field records (Salomonsen, 1967). traversed. The course change is to the left for movements
(4)The major breeding destinationson the Queen Elizabeth in westerly directionsand to the right for easterly directions
Islands in Canada and the Thule region in Greenland fall
of movement. This can be easily proved, considering
the fact
between or closely around the2900 and 3100 rhumblines from that around the poles spherical geometry can be approxIceland (cf. Fig. 7).
imated by planar geometry without distorting the angles
3000 km

WI
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Koenig, 1979; Wiltschko, 1980-81),maintaining their internal
clock in phase with time at the place of departure. Clockshifting in birds, i.e., resetting their internal clock in phase
with a shifted daily rhythm, normally takesat least four or
five days (Schmidt-Koenig, 1979).
One would therefore expect
that the birds departing from Iceland have their internal clock
in phase with daily solar time in Iceland throughout their
long migratory flight,and only some daysafter arrival have
they reset their internal daily rhythm in accordance with local
time at the destination. Using the sun compass for orientation under these premises automatically results ina flight
route closely resembling a great circle. By way of example,
the great circle track shown in Figure 7a involves a total cours
change of 328 to 2653 or 639 Using the sun compass as
described above,the birds will follow a closely similar route
with atotal course change of66O, which is equivalentto the
longitudinal displacement (from 24O to 90OW).
(2) The north magnetic pole (NMP) is presently situated
at about 77ON, 102OW in NCanada (Department of Energy,
Mines and Resources, Canada, epoch1985.0).Hence, by
using their magnetic compass (Wiltschko and Wiltschko,
FIG. 7. Flight routes from Iceland towards
N Canada accordingto different
1988) and migrating on a magnetic course towards
due north,
principles of orientation. a) Available data indicate that the main migration
the
birds
would
follow
an
approximate
great
circle
to
the NMP
route runs close to the 3000 rhumbline, with a large proportionof Knots,
(Fig. 7b). The great circle distance from W Iceland to the
'hrnstones and Brant Geese travelling in the indicated rhumbline sector
NMP is 2830km, while the rhumbline route (towards296O)
290-3109 This route is about5% longer than the great circle route shown
in the figure. The broken curve shows the route followed by birds departing
is 206 km(7%) longer. The birds may reach other destinations
from Icelandon a 3000 bearing, using the
sun compass for Orientation without in NCanada/NW Greenland by adopting constant magnetic
compensating for the time
shift associated with the longitudinal displacement
courses slightly different fromdue north. Hence, the track
during the flight.
354O represents
following a constant magnetic course towards
a good approximation of the great circle shown in Figure
7a (with magnetic declination of 24OW in W Iceland, the
initial geographic course along this track
is 330O).Steep inclination angles and weak horizontal field intensities make
the
geomagnetic field difficult and unreliable to use for orientation in a wide area around the NMP. Whether birds can
makeuseoftheirmagneticsensesundertheseextreme
geomagneticconditionsis an open question, but several
studies indicate an acute degree of magnetic sensitivity in
birds (Wiltschkoand Wiltschko, 1988). Most daysare magnetically disturbed inthe Canadian Arctic. During moderate
disturbances the daily track of the NMP keeps within an
elliptic area about
50 km long, but duringsevere
a disturbance
the effective position of the NMP can shift between 80and
160 km(Dawson and Dalgetty,1966).Suchdisturbances
would certainly cause large erratic course deviation
for birds
orienting by a magnetic compass sense but might still not
render such an orientation mechanism useless.
Analyzing expected weather conditions en route, Alerstam
et al. (1986) concluded that the great circle route from Iceland
to N Canada/NW Greenland was less favourable and more
hazardous than a detour a bit farther south, via the Disko
region in W Greenland. Hence, weather rather than orienFIG. 7. b) Possible routes associated with magnetic orientation: (1) Route
from Icelandto the north magnetic pole (indicated
by star), witha constant
tation difficulties probably providesthe explanation ofwhy
magnetic course towards due north. (2) Route from Iceland with a constant
the birds do not fly the shortest route between Iceland and
to the model
magnetic course towards 324O.(3) Magnetoclinic route, according
their
breeding destinations.
by Kiepenheuer (1984). The latter two routes both have3000
a geographic
Let us now consider what mechanisms
the birds could use
departure course in W Iceland. Dotted and thin lines show the inclination
and declination respectivelyof the geomagneticfield. Geomagnetic inforto orient along the 300° rhumbline from Iceland (Fig. 7a).
mation (epoch 1985.0) for Canada and Greenland
are derived from charts
Long portions of this flight must occur over featureless sea
issued by the Department of Energy, Mines and Resources, Canada, and
or ice (Fig. 8).
The fact that migrants depart not only at high
the Meteorological Institute, Denmark, respectively.
cruising altitudes and in fine weather, but sometimes also
between longitudes.The implication of this that
is birds could at the lowest altitudes over the sea and with restricted visibility, suggeststhat other means of orientation than merely
travel close to great circles at northerly latitudes by using
their time-compensatedsun compass (Emlen,1975; Schmidt- piloting with reference to landmarks are involved.
1000 km
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Longitudeversusdistancealongthe3000rhumblineroutefrom
(cf. Fig. 7a). Passages
Iceland to the Queen Elizabeth Islands in N Canada
of sea, iceor land along this route are
also indicated.
across major expanses

The route used bythe Knots, Thrnstonesand Brant Geese
migrating from Iceland to N Canada/NW Greenland is now
well documented on the basis of visual, radar and ringing
data. Orientation conditionsare extreme on this long-distance
flight close to the geographic and magnetic north poles. This
allows usto reject a number of different possible mechanisms
of solarand magnetic orientationby the birds. The extensive
knowledge availablein the field of animal orientation seems
to offer no reasonable explanation of how
the birds manage
to orient close to the 3Oo0 rhumbline route.
An interesting parallel is offered
by Knots and Brant Geese
performing a long-distance flight well over 4OOO km from
the Wadden Seato the Taymyr peninsula in Siberia. Although
the great circle route is about 400 km shorter and possible
to follow, at least roughly, by using the sun compass as
described above, the birds instead migrate approximately
600 (cf. Dicket al., 1987).
along the rhumbline route towards
Of course, the migrants could use a more complicated
orientation progrim, changing their orientation at one or
more intermediate points
on their journey.The nature of the
orientation system used byarctic migrants at northerly geographic and magnetic latitudes constitutes a highly fascinating
and challenging problem.

FIG. 8.
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